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ABSTRACT
Using the concepts of fracture mechanics, we develop a theory of the
= earthquake mechanism which includes the phenomenon of suberitical crack growth. ^.
The theory specifically predicts the following phenomena:	 slow earthquakes,
f i multiple events, delayed multiple events (doublets), postseismic rupture growth and
afterslip, foreshocks, and aftershocks. The theory also predicts that there must be
a nucleation stage prior to an earthquake, and suggests a physical mechanism by o
_ which one earthquake may 'trigger' another,
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_ These predictions are obtained by combining two fundamental concepts. The a 0 me
first is that a
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where k is the stress intensity factor, AT stress drop, X rupture length, X rupture Sao
velocity, C a geometrical factor, and K o, Vol and n are material constants. 	 The as
first is a fundamental result of fracture mechanics; the second describes stress
1Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory Contribution No. 0000.
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corrosion cracking, a well established physical process that results in subcriticai
crack growth.
We investigate in detail two phenomena of special interest and which are not
predicted by ordinary fracture mechanics: nucleation and delayed multiple events.
In the first case we find that all earthquakes must be preceded by quesistatic slip
over a portion of their rupture surfaces, but it may be difficult to deteet in
practice. In the second case we studied two pairs of delayed multiple events that
were separated by the same 'barrier' in order to calculate n. We find that the
stress corrosion index, n - 24.
t
GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
C = geometric constant - 1 for a two-dimensional crack
- 20/7rr for a circular shear crack
k - stress intensity factor
kD
 - dynamic stress intensity factor
k	 static stress intensity factor
s
K	 stress corrosion limit0
K  - modulus of cohesion in the presence of corrodent
K* - modulus of cohesion under corrodent-free conditionsC
K1 - a fixed arbitrary point on the (k-b curve
L = barrier width
1 1 1 12 
= lengths of rupture zones of two events in a pair of delayed
multiple events
m - frequency of aftershock occurrence
n - stress corrosion index
t - time since occurrence of main shock
t  = delay time between a pair of multiple events
tg - maximum of rise times of individual events in a sequence of multiple
events
t f - time to failure (instability) or nucleation time of an earthquake
t' = t - At
u = slip on crack plane
V0 = crack growth velocity at the stress corrosion limit
f-
4V1	X - coordinate corresponding t0 K1
W0
 = a material property
X = crack length (for two-dimensional cracks) and crack radius (for circular
shear crack)
i
X = crack edge velocity
X = initial X0
x  
= X at time t before failure
B = an elastic wave velocity
OT = static stress-drop
At short time before instability
In recent years the developments of linear elastic fracture mechanics have
been applied to an important problem in geophysics: development of a dynamic
model of earthquakes C Kostrov, 1966; Richards, 1976; Andrews, 1976; Pass= and
Freund, 1975; Dan and Aki, 1977a0b; Freund, 19791. The central concept of
fracture mechanics, which has its roots in the Griffith energy balance C Lawn and
Wilshaw, 19751, is that for a crack in an elastic medium, no propagation takes
	
t	 place until the stress intensity factor at the crack tip, k, reads a value Ke, a
property of the medium. Kc is called the "modulus of c lion" (Kostrov et al.,
	
r	 19691. When k '. K
., the Griffith instability arises and the crack propagates
dynamically with a velocity limited by an elastic wave velocity.
E Most oxides and silicates, however, exhibit more complicated behavior due to
environmental effects. For these materials, the crack will propagate when
k > Ko, where Ko < Kc, at a velocity X which is a well defined function of k.
This propagation is stable and quasistatic and is referred to as suberitical crack
growth. (We shall use the terms "stable", "quasi-static" and "subaritieal" to mein
propagation at velocities much less than the sonic velocities of the medium). This
behavior results from stress induced corrosion at the crack tip, the principal
corrodent for the present application being H2O. This behavior has been firmly
established in the laboratory for Mode I (tensile) cracks in a wide variety of
materials including silicates and silicate glasses (see, e.g., Scholz, 1968a, 1972a;
Martin, 1972; Wiederhorn and Bolz, 1970; Atkinson, 1979; Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975;
Knott, 19731.
The form of the relationship between k and X does not vary significantly with
the material; only the parameters in the law vary. As an example we show in
bFigure 1 data an suberitical crack growth in quartz Iafter Atkinimg 19791. The
empirical relationship is found to take the farm,
k a kn	 (1)
or
X a e 	 (2)
Since n, the stress corrosion index, is large (12.5 in Fig. 1) 9
 1 and 2 are nearly
indistinguishable.
Since a shallow focus earthquake is a shear crack growing in silicate in an
aqueous environment, eqn. 1 or 2 should be used as a complete description of the
fracture process. Since an earthquake is a mixed Mode II and III shear crack and
data are only available for the Mode I case, this involves an assumption: that the
form of the law (tut not necessarily the parameters) does not depend on mode
(Atkinson's method may actually put the crack into mixed Mode 1 and III, an
unsupported statement in Evans [19721 being the only argument to the contrary).
Later we shall determine n for an earthquake and show that it is in remarkable
agreement with Atkinson's results. Although we cannot prove this assumption, it
seems entirely reasonable since when one considers the physical mechanism of
stress corrosion there seems to be no physico-chemical reason why the process
should depend on mode. The indirect evidence in support of this is that rock
exhibits dilatant creep and static fatigue, both processes that result from stress
corrosion, in compression and under high confining pressure (Scholz, 1968a; Kranz
and Scholz, 1977; Kranz, 19801. We shall also assume that there is a lower limit,
Ko, such that when k < Ko no crack growth occurs. There is only limited data to
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support this ( Wiederhorn and Bolz, 1970; Evans, 19721 but it is well founded in
stress corrosion theory. In any case, our results are not critically dependent upon
this assumption of a stress corrosion limit, because if it does not exist, we can
simply define Ko as a value of k below which the crack velocity is vanishingly small
and can be neglected.
It should also be pointed out that in using eqns. (1) or (2) and the fracture
mechanics approach; we are implicitly assuming that the most important forces
governing the propagation of the rupture are the forces at the crack tip and that
the friction that acts on the crack behind the crack tip plays no role on the motion
of the crack tip. This is clearly an approximation, but the complete problem
cannot be handled until the full energy balance, as discussed by Kostrov (19741
can be solved. For the present time, we will have to justify this assumption with
the success we have, with our present approach, in predicting the observations.
In this paper, then, we consider an earthquake as a shear crack that
propagates according to a law given by (1) up to the time when the propagation
becomes dynamic. This theory predicts a variety of phenomena, all of which have
been observed for earthquakes. The phenomena which arise quite naturally in the
theory are slow earthquakes, multiple events, delayed multiple events (doublets),
aftershocks, foreshocks and postseismic rupture extension and afterslip. The model
also contains specific predictions about the earthquake nucleation process. All of
these phenomena we now see simply as different facets of the same phenomenon.
regardless of mode. If k > K  we immediately see, combining (3) with (1) that the
crack will accelerate to a catastrophe (this is a stronger catastrophe than a
Malthusian one since the latter is a simple exponential), the relevant equations for
which are given in a later section. This catastrophe occurs when the crack
becomes critical and propagates dynamically. We shall Show later that this occurs
at a well defined value of k, which we will call K c. Note that Kc is different from
K value of k at which instability occurs in the absence of stress corrosion.
K*c is a material property that for these materials can be measured only in a
corrodent-free environment, e.g., a high vacuum. K c, on the other hand, is not an
independent material property, it depends on n. We do not assume a value of K c
in our problem, we calculate a value of K c. If Kc < K c, then we need not
consider K c at all. if K c < Kc then the instability will occur earlier than we
calculate, but otherwise our results will be unchanged It is most likely, in fact,
•
that Kc = K c, since as the crack-edge velocity approaches sonic velocities, the
crack is propagating too fast for the corrodent to diffuse to the crack-edge and a
vacuum exists at the tip of the crack tWiederhorn, 1667). It may not seem
obvious at first that this will occur for a shear crack, but for a topographically
rough surface it is unlikely that shear can take place without some dilation. The
velocity, Yo, at Ko is also important and will be discussed in a later section.
strew and hence k, and the material properties X „and,
	b+ fu t#o
position on the fault plane. Since a fault plane awsists of two Maces in emtaot,
and the topography of surfaces is known to be Brownian I Sayles and Thomas, 1978]
or fractally Brownian [ Mandelbrot, 19773 , we should expect that the heterogeneity
of applied stresses and material properties is at least as random as the topography
and that this heterogeneity exist at all scales. If we compare a fault plane with a
mathematically flat plane, it is one of the properties of Brownian surfaces 'aat the
standard deviation from a flat plane increases as x1!2 , where x is a scale length of
the section of the Brownian surface that is sampled. We should therefore emider
K, n, and K  as random variables on the fault plane and the rupture process a
stochastic growth process [ see, also, the discussion in Scholz, 1968b) . Then the
sampling dimension x becomes the earthquake radius or length dimension, and the
consequence of the fault being a Brownian surface is that the larger the earthquake
becomes, the larger will be the wavelength and intensity of heterogeneities that it
encounters. The only reason smaller earthquakes wear simpler than larger ones is
due to the fact that we observe earthquakes with band-limited instruments and
because the higher frequency waves radiated by the smaller heterogeneities are
more strongly attenuated in propagating from the source to the instrument.
For the purpose of the remainder of this discussion, however, we will consider
only gross heterogeneities which we will call barriers, after the usage of Da g
 and
Aki 11977b).  These are regions on the fault plane that are particularly resistant
to slip either because of low applied strew or exceptionally high strength
properties. The term barrier, then, refers to a heterogeneity of sufficient size that
its effects on the rupture propagation can be observed instrumentally.
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We are now ready to discuss the broader implications of the model. We will
do so by discussing as scenarios the various passible phenomena that can result due
to spatial and temporal variations In k, X 0 and n on the fault. These erica are
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3.
Ngg satiion The loading that is implied in the elaatia rebound theory [ Reid,
19101 is a tectonic process consisting of a steady inoreass in the applied stren, at
a very slow rate, such stress being released by the earthquake. This tectonic
f
loading process is equivalent to a steady increase in k for a potentially growing
crack. It is usually thought that no motion occurs until k Kc, when the
earthquake initiates. With a fracture process such as described by (1), however,
this is impossible. Instead, propagation of the crack begins when k = K e, and it
quasistatieally accelerates up to sonic velocity at k s
 Ka (Pip" 2). It is thus
fundamental to this model that an earthquake be preceded by some precursory slip.
We call this stage the nucleation phase. The size of the nucleation region and the
time scale of the process depend only on n and K  and their spatial distributions an
the fault. Because of its importance to earthquake prediction, we willdiscussthis
quantitatively later. See Smith and Wyss 119681, Sacks 119781, Sacks et al.
11980, 19811, and Kanamori and Cipar 119741 for possible observational examples.
Slow earthquakes. Although the catastrophe implicit in (3) and (1) is very
strong, there is a finite probability, because of the heterogeneity of the fault, that
the rupture will propagate into regions in which k < Ko
 during the nucleation
phase and stop. What results is a slow earthquake 1 Kanamori, 1972; Kanamori and
Stewart, 1979; Sacks et al., 19781. We expect, of course, that this is an uncommon
phenomenon but worthy of study because it yields a minimum estimate of the
moment in the nucleation phase.
Foreshocks. During the nucleation phase, we can also expect it to be likely
that k > K  for small regions of the fault within the nucleation region. These
i
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regions will grow dynamically, only to stop by running into a4joinft regions where
k < Ke. When this happens, a foreshoek results. Because of the accelerating
nature of the nucleation process, the probability for fo resho ks to occur increases
very rapidly as the time approaches the time of the main shock. Note also that
foreshoc ks are not an intrinsic part of the nucleation process so that they are not
required to fit any regular pattern nor are all earthquakes required to have fore-
shocks. All three of that predicted properties of foreshociu mentioned above are
confirmed in the observations. This &outs that the study of foreshocks may
provide information concerning the spatial and temporal development of the
nucleation phase.
Stopping. In nucleation, only two possibilities can occur: a slow earthquake
or a 'normal' earthquake (Figure 2). In the stopping process, however, mare
possibilities can occur (Figure 3). When a rupture is propagating dynamically, the
stress-intensity factor at its tip is a dynamic cane, k D. (All k's up to now were
static stress-Intensity factors.) The rupture will stop propagating at a point on its
perimeter when k  < Ka, but slip will continue within the rupture perimeter as
the displacement field tends to static equilibrium. After static equilibrium has
been reached there will be a static stress-intensity factor k s at the crack tip,
where ks > k  ( see Achen Bach, 1973, eqn. 5.71. It is this extra complication that
produces the additional phenomena.
For simplicity we will assume that the -apture stops at a barrier where
kD < Ke (a barrier is indicated by a sawY3oth in Figure 3). What happens next
depends on the properties of the barrier. If:
ks < Ko. The trivial case results. The earthquake simply stops and the
barrier becomes the end of the rupture (Figure 3a).
ks > Ke > kD, the barrier is breached before slip stops within the peri-
meter and a multiple event occurs, with a delay time t D < tR, the rise time
This is the type of multiple event first described by Wyss and Brune E 19851 and
modelled by Das and Aid (1977b).  It is worth remarking that because hetero-
geneity exists at all scales, earthquakes are by their very nature infinitely
multiple. It is simply that our data allow us to describe only the gross
heterogeneities.
K  c ks c Kc. This is an interesting case because, unlike those discussed
above, it cannot be explained on the barb of ordinary fracture mechanics. In this
case the rupture suberitically piopagates through the barrier, going critical when it
breaches the barrier after a time delay tD 2-2- tR. This results in an earthquake
oceurring just adjacent to a previous earthquake and a start time after it. We call
this process a delayed multiple event (Figure 3c). That this type of event occurs
has been very well documented for the Nankai trough of western Japan by Ando
11975). The most prominent events discussed there are the Ansei I and B (1554)
events, adjacent earthquakes with a time delay of 32 hours, and the Tonankai
(1944) and Nankaido (1946) events, separated by two years. We shalt model these
two pairs below, and calculate n and K O from then. This type of multiple event is
common in some regions (Sykes, 1971; McCann, 1950; Lay and Kanamori, 1980).
That are two differences between these two types of multiple events. The
first Is the delay time, the other is more subtle. Denote by h the length of the
rupture just as the barrier is encounteree, and t 2 as the distance the rupture
propagates after breaching the barrier. In the ordinary multiple event, the region
11 has not come to staticn equilibrium when the barrier breaks, so that the region in
t1 continues to slip as the rupture propagates to its final dimension ^ + t 2, and
the source parameters are these of a single earthquake of rupture dimension
L 1 + t2. In the case of the delayed multiple event, however, the region %
comes to static equilibrium before the barrier is breached and the static frictional
7a- --
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strength is re-estabu*44 No increases with time of static Contact (Scholz and
Entelder, 1976; Dietedoth 197I1. In this am, when the barrier is breached, only
the new region &2 dim and the result is two earthquakes with swim 
parameters
appropriate for rupturv , dimenilons 9 1 and &20 reep"tively.
It is of course not necessary that the barrier be bresol in this me. If the
barrier won to, say, increase in strength with distance faster than M the rupture
may grow into the barrier for some distance and then stop, when k < K oo as in
Figure 3d. If this occurs we will observe 22!j!gintic rupture Growth. A number of
cam of this have been documented, the most ;eminent being the 1946 Na"do
earthquake (ArAkk 19751, in which half the rupture area failed quasistatically. (It
Is Interesting that the region that ruptured quesistaticelly also had no aftershocks.
Our model would predict fewer aftershocks, but not a complete absence of
aftershocim 77w data should be re-examined to specifically address this question.)
If the original rupture area Alp quoistatically as the rupture pow quW-
statically, we would observe jfttU&• This appears to be a fairly common
phenomenon, but of secondary importance, time it normally contains less than 5%
of the moment of the main shock (Scholz, 1972b). Indeed, the Nankaido , case is
probably an txe"UoW one, because rupture zones of large earthquakes are
commonly observed to nearly abut (Syk4% 1971). Thus postseismic rupture growth
usually qnmn not to extend the rupture more than a small percentage of its
original length, thm* exceptional on" may occur and thus be of interest to thme
who study seismic Caps.
Aftershocim Slip of a heterogeneous fault during an earthquake will only on
average tend to the static slip distribution expected for the homogentoom am. On
a load scale, small patches may, slip Ion (or more) than surrounding regions and
thus be dynamically loaded, rather than unloaded, during the earthquake. Note
that the barrier of Do and AM (1977b) is an extreme case of these patches, i.e.,
f
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one that does not slip at all. Sine the earthquake occurs dynamically, this loading
is very rapid, and the k for these regions can take any value k < Koo Thus the
initial conditions are set at the time of the main shock. Any patch for which
Ko < k < Ke will grow quasistatically to failure with a time delay that can be
calculated from (1) (see Figure 3e). Thus aftershocks are predicted by the model,
and should have the following characteristics:
a. Since large earthquakes can be expected to be heterogeneous, the
occurrence of aftershocks, unlike foteshocks, should be nearly ubiquitous.
b. Aftershocks should be distributed all over the plane of rupture, not
necessarily uniformly, and it is likely that a concentration of them will occur near
the ends of the rupture, where the large scale stress concentration exists.
c. If k is distributed randomly between Ko and K. for the population of
patches, then the frequency of failure of these regions, m, will be a function of
time, t, after the main shock and will take the form,
M a 1T
The derivation of (4) is given in Scholz (1988b) and follows from a static fatigue
law of the type found by Mould and Southwick 11959). This law was shown to be
derivable from eqns. 1 or 2, by Wiederhorn and Bolz ( 1970) .
d. Aftershocks are a second order effect relative to the main shock since
they result only from deviations from the mean, so the sum of their moments
should be only a small fraction of the moment of the main shock. This is one way
to distinguish them from delayed multiple events.
One other property of aftershocks which is not directly implied by the model
but seems likely is that aftershocks within the perimeter of the rupture zone will
statistically tend to occur in isolated patches and hence these aftershocks will not
(4)
perimeter, and which therefore extend the perimeter, may, on the other hand,
produce aftershocks. This effect was observed by Page (19881 for the 1944 Alaska
earthquake..
The properties of aftershocks are sufficiently well known that it is not
necessary to cite particular examples to state that the observations bear out the
above predictions of the model. The prediction of the Omori Law (egn.4) is_
particularly important. In order to see how consistently aftershock sequences obey
this law and the other above predictions, one should consult the compendia of Utsu
[ 19492 1970, 1971 0 19721.
Deep earthquakes. In the above discussions we have tacitly been concerned
only with tectonic earthquakes of shallow focus, as defined in the usual way. Deep
focus earthquakes, on the other hand, do not conform to some of the predictions of
the model. Most prominently, they do not have aftershock sequences. This may
result either because the corrodent responsible for this behavior, free H 2O, is not
present at those depths or simply because the mechanism of deep earthquakes is
not the type of rupture process that we are discussing.
In the above we have taken a time dependent fracture criterion, which is well
established experimentally, and applied it to the earthquake process. Since we
know that K  > Ko always, k  > kD always and kD < K  when the crack stops
propagating dynamically, every possible relative condition between the k's and the
K's has been considered in the above discussion. We found that in so doing, the
theory predicts all of the many facets of rupture in the earth, many of which had
no prim explanation and further, that no phenomena have been observed that are
not predicted. We thus now have a physical basis for understanding these
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aftershock sequences are very : regular. We have a physical explanation for the
Omori Law, and we can see that since delayed multiple events fire a special case
and slow earthquakes, an even more special case, that these phenomena should be
uncommon. The success of the theory in predicting the observations demonstrates
that rupture in the earth obeys a law similar to that observed in the laboratory to
result from stress corrosion. It does not, of course, prove that the causative
mechanism is necessarily the same. What must be emphasized is that suberitieel
crack growth, governed by a rate equation of a type similar to eqn. (1) or (2), must
play an important role in the earthquake mechanism, although the underlying
mechanism(s) cannot with any surety be identified, and in principle may be
unidentifiable.
r
MAISATICAL ANALYSIS.
We develop here a very simple theoretical approach to calculate properties of
stress-corrosion cracking. The stress-intensity factor k (defiesd by c = k/ rr,
where c = stress at the crack tip and r s distance from crack tip) for a two-
dimensional plane crack (of any mode) and for a circular plats' shear crack, in an
infinite homogeneous medium which is linearly elastic everywhere off the crack
plane, is given by
k = CAT	 (5)
where C is a geometric constant, AT is the static stress drop and X is the crack
length for a two-dimensional crack and is the radius for a circular crack. C is
equal to 1 for a two-dimensional shear or tensile crack ( Lawn and Wilshaw, 1975) .
For a circular shear crack, there are two modes (viz. Modes II and III) of
propagation at a point along the crack edge, each with its own stress-intensity
factor. Taking k to be the square-root of the sum of the squares of these two
stress-intensity factors, C is given by 2017 n^(Sih, 1973) . bt refers to a tensile
or a shear stress component depending on the mode of crack propagation.
From experimental results on stress-corrosion cracking [Atkinson, 19791 we
find
k = Ko('iln
0
	 (6a)
or
Index. K  was discussed in detail in the introduction. The time t = 0 may actually
refer to the time at which the hack velocity is no longer vanishingly small. W 
and n are the material properties of the medium. Combining (5) and (6a),
X=Vo tS n
If	 is independent of time, then X = V0_ 
TTO)n
	 (7)
t 
Integrating,
2
2_n V t 2-n
X = Xo 2 - 22 g 2	 (8)
0
The free parameters of this equation are X 0 Vo and n. The value of n (n is always
> 2) at this point is simply taken from Atkinson [ 19791 but later we shall
determine it. Note that Figure 1 shows that n is independent of temperature and
humidity but (K o, Vd are not, so that in the earth we expect to find n to be close
to Atkinson's result but (K o, Vd to be very different.
Using (8), we can find the time to failure (defined as the time from which the
crack can be detected to start growing subcritically to when it reaches instability)
simply by setting the quantity in square brackets equal to zero, since this is where
:k goes to infinity, since n >2. This is the 'nucleation time' of an earthquake. Time
to failure is then given by
and the crack size X f
 at time At before failure can be determined by. substituting
t, = t f - at into (8). The velocity at time at before failure can then be found
from (7) by substituting X f for X. Note that as long as aT is independent of time,
it does not enter into equations (7), (8), and (9).
At this point let us point out an advantage of using (9) to determine time to
failure tf
 over the usual way of finding t f [ Evans, 1972] . t f here depends only on
the initial conditions and n and not on the final conditions. If we now assume a
value for AT, we can also calculate K  just before failure. By following the above
method, we have forced the crack to grow in accordance with a given k - X
relationship (namely, equation (6)) until it reaches instability. The above method
combines the two re-inforeing effects of the stress-corrosion instability with the
geometric instability. Note that if the stress-corrosion index n and the point (Kc,
V a ) of the (k-X) curve at which the instability occurs are known, the suberitical
rupture process cannot be determine(, but if n and (K o, Vo) are known, the total
rupture process to instability can be completely determined In this sense, Ko
 is a
more fundamental property of the material than. K. for cases when stress-corrosion
cracking occurs.
The formulation developed above is applicable to the case when the crack
does reach instability. If the crack does not reach instability but propagates
suberitically through a region of length L. say, then we need a minor modification
of the method described above. As an example, let us consider the case of a pair
of delayed multiple events, with the rupture length of the first rupture being X 
and with the barrier length between the two rupture zones being the length L.
Then, combining equations (5) and (6b), we get the delay time between the multiple
events to be
W 
a	
2 n
	
,
i	 ^
t1 = n-	 ( ) ! fir ( 0 + L)	
f
The unknown parameters in this equation are n, W o, QT, and L. If we have at least
two sets of delayed multiple events across the same barrier (so that L, Wo, C, DT,
n are the same) but the rupture lengths of the first event of each set are different
and the delay times for each pair are different, then we shall get a second equation
like (10) with a different values of t1, say t2 and a different Xo, say X.I. Dividing
the two equations, we get
2-n
t1- X  2 - (Xo + L) 2
t2 -	 2-n	 2-n	 (11)
X , 0 2 - ($ ' o + L) 2
from which n can be obtained provided we assume a value for L. Once n is found,
if we assume a 0T and take Ko to be the stress-intensity factor due to a rupture of
length Xo, we can also determine Vo from (10). In the above we used equation (1)
together with (5) to derive the mathematical formulation of the problem. We also
derived similar relations using (2) and (5) and our results of the later sections were
found to be virtually the same, and so this case is not separately discussed.
We point out here that this method is valid only up to the point when the
crack-edge velocity approaches the sonic wavespeeds of the medium. Once the
crack propagates with velocities comparable to sonic, the problem becomes a
dynamic problem and has to be treated as such.
In the next section, we shall use the method developed here to model in detail
some of the scenarios described earlier.
20
(10)
in reality but since we do not know the details of this variation of strength, we do
not think it meaningful at this time to complicate the model by introducing these
variations. Our method, however, can be applied with minor modifications to the
case of variable W  and n. In that cave the fault plane can be divided into
segments of constant Wo and n (concentric ones for circular cracks) and our
method can be applied individually to each section until instability is reached. It
will generally be intuitively very clear what would happen if K o were larger than
the one chosen for the calculations.
We model the nucleation phase of the earthquake as a suberitical extension of
a circular plane shear crack. The cases we consider are shown in Table 1. X o, V 
and n are the input parameters. The values of V  chosen were made consistent
with the given n's, a stress drop &r of 100 bars, and a point (K 11 Vi) on the (k-X)
curve given by K 1 = 101'5 bar cm; V  = 0.1 x 10-5 em/sec for cases (i) and
(ii), by K 1 = 101.85 bar 7c—m; V1 = 0.1 x 10-5 cm/see for cases (iii) and (iv);
and by K 1 = 103.905 bar vrc—m, V 0.1 x 10-5 em/sec for case M. (How-
ever, we could also have chosen V  arbitrarily.)
The values of K 1 11 MNm-3/2 = 102 bar em for cases (i) - (iv) are
within the range shown in our Figure 1. The different cases represent different
materials and the time to failure will tell us how strong they are. Using
equations (S) and (9), the time to failure and the crack-radius X f just before failure
can be obtained. Let us take X f to be the radius 1 second before failure. The
results are shown in the last two columns of Table 1.
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To study how the crack approaches instability in each cane, we plot X va.
time from equation (8) for approximately the last 100 seconds before failure. The
results are shown in Figures 4 and 6. The shape of the curves agree with those
obtained in the laboratory by Wiederhorn { 1967; Figure 21, and, more interest-
ingly, with the dilatometer records of Sacks et a1. (19811 reproduced in Figure Z.
The curve of strain as a function of time just prior to an earthquake was found by
these authors to be exactly of the form shown In Figures 4 and 6. For case (v), the
velocity at the last few time steps is clearly comparable to sonic velocities of the
medium so the values of t f
 and Xf in this case are not exact. The crack radius
increases very slowly until the last few time steps when it increases very rapidly.
It is only during this last pha,,e that any precursory strain change may be large
enough to be detectable. However, other precursory phenomena may result
Indirectly from the quasistatic rupture growth during the nucleation phase.
In Figures 3 and 8 we plot the k-It curves along which the crack extends. We
plot the point (Kodto)' (K1')t1) and the last three points at the last three seconds
prior to failure on each curve. If K e is the stress-intensity factor one second prior
to failure, Kc
 is given by the topmost point on each (k-X) curve. We have assumed
Kc < Kc in our calculations here. If K c > Kc*, the instability will occur earlier
than we calculated, and X f
 will be even smaller and the strain-cue less detect-
able.
Thus our model of the nucleation phase of an earthquake implies that there
must always be precursory slip and explains why it is seldom detected. We have
assumed that only one crack is involved in the nucleation process. In reality there
may be many small c-racks growing suberitically and if enough cracks are involved
in this process, the resulting strain change may be large enough to be measurable.
It Is clear from Table 1 and Figures 4 and 6 that the size of the region over
which the nucleation process occurs prior to the instability as well as the duration
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of the nucleation proem are highly dependent on the values Of the variables
assumed for the calculation. Therefore we have no Idea at present as to either the
spatial or temporal scale of the phenomenon, but can only make predations as to
Its form. The scale can only 
be determined from observations such as thaw shown
77^
To search foe this type of phenomenon we must look for two euirthu takds with
nearly adjacent rupture sow that occurred with a time delay tD much lover than
the An time of an individual event but much shorter than the recurrence tine,
Le,, 101 an « tD « 1010 me. Furthermore, the seoond evert must be
initiated in the region adjacent to the mature soe of the first event, and
propagate away from it. The second event of the pair is 'triggered by the first and
our theory suggests a physical mechanism by which one earthquake may Otrigger'
another.
The Kii Peninsula barrier. Using an historical record that dates from
684 A.D., Ando 1 19751 has shown that this phenomenon has repeatedly occurred in
large earthquakes along the Nankai trough in southwest Japan. He found that the
plate boundary could be divided into four A,8,C,D, that either rupture
singly, in adjacent pairs, or all together in a single great earthquake (Figure 9). We
show these regions in Figure 10 and note that Ando'a observation indicates that the
barriers between these regions are persistent, identifiable features. This is
paartieularly true of the barrier of the tip of the Kii Peninwla, between regions C
and B. since 684 A.D., this be-n ier has been one end of the rupture Zoe of nine
great earthquakes.
Ando also slowed that the Kii Peninsula barrier has ruptured with a time
delay four times during the historic record, producing four pairs of delayed
multiple events. The most reliable record dates from 1707, when all four regions
ruptured in a single event (Figure 9), thus resetting the initial conditions in all far
regions at the same time. The next event was in 1854, when the Anwi I event
initiated now the SC boundury aW propagated to the wesi6 as prediateoi
That two sets of delayed multiple events (1854 and 1945-58) ruphavd,tho
same barrier quuastatiomlly and this provides us with a unique opportunity for
calculating n for this barrier. The required model parameters for qua+atitativc
mom of these earthquake pairs are taken from Ando, and shown below using
our previous notation.
Anti HIl pair
	 Toeankai - Nankaldo pair
ti
 • 32 sours	 4 a 750 days
x  a 210 km	 X'o =133 km
Let us solve the problem using the various values of L shown in Table 2. For each
a se. U* calculated n is shown in the second column.
We we that the value of n is virtually indent of L. More importantly, n
di#V", from the value found by Atkinson only by a factor of 1 or 2. This is a
remarkable agreement considering the simplicity of our model and the fact that we
model a Mode n crack while Atkinson's crack propagated mainly in Mode L if we
wauw a: = 100 gars, and take K  to be the stress-intensity factor due to a
rupt4jl*
 of length '30 km, we can determine Vo
 from (10).
For the multiple event to occur, the barrier must ha" a str"M such that
KO < ks. For the cases studied here, Xo= 100 km and AT 2 100 bars, so that
Ko < 103 bar km112. The specific fracture energy to given by 4 a K2 Aut Lawn and
WOshaw, 19751 9 so that (3 . 1011 erglcm2. This value, similar to that obtained by
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Aid 119791 for the Fort Tejon nnhqmk* t Is very high, implying kilobers of
SUM in the vicinity of the craoic tip, and a species surface amgy much homer
than that of any known mat*ri4 thm-fore am should be taken in Interpre its
meaning. It seems reasonable to west that this eft is dissipated in inelastic
deformation within some volume s rmuWing the crack tip. This Is a natural
extension of the 'end zonV concept of Barenblatt 119991 diseumed by Aids 119791
in his treatment of the subject. A pronounced change in the dip of the doff
tone associated with the Nankai trough occurs beneath the B:i Peninsula, hence it
is likely that this barrier is caused by a jog in the rupture plane (N. Mog4 penal
oom munication, 1980). We envies that the energy required to stop the rupture is
dissipated in the volume behind the f.
Our atimaw of go for the Xii Peninsula barrier is several or of
magnituide higher than that assumed in our lion of the nucleation problem.
We would therefore not expect nucleation to occur within such an anoaalan
region, as excessive time (or stress) would be required. Variation in Eo or K by
orders of magnitude was also found by Ali 11979) . This suggests to us that
variation are due to geometrical complexities of the fault zone, rather than
changes in the properties of the fault zone materials which are unlikely to vary so
widely. It is interesting that, as discussed earlier with respect to heterogeneity,
such geometric irregulariy is expected to increase as X l/2, which is exactly the
manner in which k scales tat eontantai). This suggests that the probability for an
earthquake to stop will be sea It independent.
An Example and  Camterexample from the Aleutians
We now turn to several other examiges of delayed multiple events that
illustrate other aspects of the phenomenon. In Figure 11 we show the space time
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sequence of large earthquakes In the Aleutian are I from Slim et AL, 19601. We
at wa- dew example of a delayed multiple events 1997 Central Aleutians
earthquake was followed 7 years later by the Rat Island earthquake, why Vitiated
at the end of the 1997 rupture zone and propagated to the west 197kes, 19711.
The harrier in this case, and In the dune of mat regions in the Aleutians where the
rupture, zones of Imp earthquakes terminate, has strweg expression in the
bathymetry (Spence, it").
It m*K on first itsptotia% also appear bom Figure 11 that the Nov-
ember 109 1938 earthquake and the 1964 Alaskan earthquake are another example
of a delayed multiple event pair. This is not the ease, however, because the 1964
event Initiated In the northeast part of Its nature zone and propagated to the
southwest, i.e., towards the rupture xxw of the earlier event. Therefore the close
occurrence in time of them two contiguous events Is a coincidence.
A Second Type of Aftershock SeQuen_e
We note one additia al interesting example from the Aleutian. The Rat
Islam earthquake o± 1965 was followed by a sequence of large normal faulting
earthquakes in the ae$acent outer wall of the trench I Stauder, 1968). This type if
earthquake results from floe of the outer wall and rise resulting from
subductiom ]Sykes, 1971) . The sudden subouction produced by the Rat Island
earthquake would be expected to'trigW earthquakes in the outer wall because it
would result in a sudden Lwow in the flexure and it would also result in a sudden
reduction in the horizontal compressive stress in the outer rise. Thus k would be
Increased for normal faults in the outer rise as a result of the Rat Island
earthquake, and for any region in which K o k c Kc, failure will occur after a
time delay. These events are therefore aftershocksof the Rat island earthquake,
l
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but of a different type than discussed earlier. The largest event in this sequence
was an event of M s = 7.5 which occurred 57 days after the Rat Island earthquake.
This is thus a minimum estimate of the nucleation time for this earthquake. (It is a
minimum estimate because our earlier definition of nucleation time-was that it is
the time to the instability from the initial condition k = Ko.)
Complex Events
In the above example, the difference between aftershocks and delayed
multiple events is less distinct than in the usual case. The delayed multiple events
discussed above are cases in which the two events occurred on the same fault.
Cw es of multiple events in which the two events occurred on different faults have
also been observed. Delayed multiple events occur commonly in the Solomon
Islands, and some of these occur near the sharp corner of the trench near New
Britain and go around the corner [ Lay and Kanamori, 1980; McCann, 19801. Thus
the first event has a N-S strike, the second E-W, or vice versa. Lay and Kanamori
[ 19801 argue that this indicates that the slab is continuous around the corner, but
this need not be so. The two Gazli earthquakes of 1976 occurred on two conjugate
thrust faults with a time delay of 39 days, and certainly in this case an argument
that they occurred on the same fault would be a forced one ( Kristy et al., 19801.
There does not need to be a delay in such complex events, however. The 1927
Tango earthquake ruptured two orthogonal, conjugate, strike-slip faults in SW
Japan. It is not known, however, whether this was a normal multiple event in
which both faults ruptured dynamically or if one fault ruptured dynamically, the
other quasistatically. We certainly know that it is possible for the first event to
rupture dynamically and the second quasistatieally on different faults, since this
phenomenon was observed to follow the 1968 Borrego Mountain earthquake in
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California (Allen et al., 19721. The earthquake, which was on the San Jacinto
fault, triggered quasistatic slip on the nearby Superstition Hills, Imperial, and San
Andreas faults. Although we are not presently prepared to model these complex
cases quantitatively, we believe they result from the same physical mechanism as
discussed above.
The Effect of the Phase of the Loading Cycle
The loading cycle for a given region is the time required for the tectonic
process to replenish the stress dropped in the previous earthquake on the same
section of fault plane. The period of this cycle is the recurrence time for
earthquakes in that place. It is clear from the above that the condition for the
occurrence of multiple events and delayed multiple events is that the two regions
on either side of the barrier must be nearly in phase in their loading cycles. We
might expect, then, to see adjoining regions going in and out of phase in a cycle
much longer than the loading cycle. Indeed, two such phase cycles appear in Ando's
history (Figure 10). We begin in 887 A.D., when an ABCD event occurred, setting
all regions into phase. This was followed by two delayed multiple events: the 1096
A.D. - 1099 A.D. pair and the 1360 A.D. -1361 A.D. pair. Then the 1498 A.D. CD
event occurred, with no corresponding BA event, suggesting that BA was too far
out of phase to be ruptured as a delayed event. The BA region ruptured 107 years
later in 1605 A.D. The ABCD event of 1707 again put the regions in phase. Next
follows the Ansei I and U pair, and the Tonankai-Nankaido pair. The regions seem
to be getting out of phase again because D did not rupture in the most recent
sequence. This region (Suruga Bay and the Tokai district) will either rupture on its
own, which has not been observed to happen before, or skip this cycle and rupture
in the next ABCD or CD event.
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The reason we expect such phase cycles to occur is that two competing
effects are at work. The first is the rupture process itself, which simply by it
producing rupture on all possible regions in a given event, has a smoothing effect
on heterogeneity which results in high phase correlation of adjoining regions. On
the other hand, spatial variation of the tectonic process: such as variation in the
slip vector magnitude and direction along a plate boundary, and heterogeneity of
the geometry and material properties of the fault zone have a roughening effect.
The first effect produces strong clustering in a space-time sense, the second
randomness. What results, and is observed, is weak clustering. This is why space-
time diagrams, such as those of Kelleher et al. (1970] seldom show significant or
clearly obvious trend.
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CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a detailed discussion of suberitical crack growth and its
application to time-dependent rupture in the earth. Using very basic concepts of
fracture mechanics and results obtained from laboratory experiments, we farad
that our theory predicts various scenarios for time-dependent rupture in the earth.
We have presented several examples to show that all of the predicted p.,enomena
are actually observed in the earth. The theory does not contain any predictions
other than those observed to occur, nor do the observations indicate that any
phenomena occur other than those predicted. Our theory explains why some of
these phenomena are more common than others. Using a simple theoretical
development, we model two cases in detail, the nucleation stage before an
earthquake and delayed multiple events. For the nucleation problem we show that
all earthquakes must have precursory slip but the resulting strain changes may be
much too small to be detectable. For delayed multiple events occurring along the
Nankai trough, we found two pairs of delayed mutliple events that were separated
by the same barrier. We uniquely determined an estimate of the stress corrosion
index for the barrier between these events. We thus obtained estimates of the
material properties of barriers in the earth. Our theory also suggests a physical
mechanism by which an earthquake can 'trigger' another earthquake on an adajeent
zone of the same fault or on a different fault in its vicinity.
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TABLE 1
Stress-
	 Initial
	
Crack Radius
Corrosion Initial Crack Crack-Edge 	 1 Second Before
Index,	 Radius,	 Velocity,	 Time to Failure,	 Failure,
n	 Xo	 Vo , cm/sac	 t 	 x 
12.5 0.1 cm
20.0 0.1 cm
12.5 0.5 cm
20.0 0.5 cm
12.5 1.0 km
0.169 x 10-7 1125906 sec	 13.0 daps 1.76 cm
0.146 x 10-8 7593035 sec	 87.9 days 0.63 cm
0.395 x 10-8 24094025 see 278.9 days 14.18 cm
0.143 x 10-8 388763365 sees 12.3 yr	 5.69 ca
0.1099	 173382 sec s	2.0 days 1.4 km
TABU 2
Barrier-width
	 Stress-corrosion
L (ka)	 Index (n)
1•	 23.2
14.	 23.8
20.	 24.2
50.	 24.8
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fie 1. Experimental data obtidned by Atkinson 119791 for single crystal
quarta showing relations between sty:-iawnsity factor k and
crack tip velocity for suboritical rupture for Mode I cracks.
Figure 9. Schematic diagram showing the nucleation phase of an earthquake
and the resulting phenomena. X denotes the distance along the
crack, u the cot & q;w r-.ft slip, and B an elastic wave velocity.
Stiplft denotes adxwitical ruptum and hatching deaata dynamic
rupture. The sawtooth in die A indicates the presence of a barrier,
i,e., a region in which rupture is relatively inhibited The co md1tions
at k in the two mm are indicated A slow earthquake arises when
the rupture propagates into regions in which k < Ko. In the more
likely case, an instability arises and a'normal' earthquake occum
Figure 3. Schematic diagram using the same symbolism as Figure S showing
how earthquakes stop and the resulting phenomena. The earthquake
stops at a barrier when k D < Ke for the barrier. As the slip between
the barriers tends to its static value, k increases to ks. If the barrier
has uniform strength, then either k s< K 0 Ko< ks < K. or ks> K. and
we have eases A, 89 or C. If the barrier increases in strength with
distance, case D occurs. Case E shows the aftershock that occurs as
a result of ran-uniform slip on the fault.
F4w* 6. Same as Figure 4 9
 but showim am (v).
Ft" 7.	 Plot of strain vs. time ROM with a dilatometer due to a new
small earthquake in the 5iatsushiro region. The event 74107144 Is
pied by a slog
 strain chance which accelerates into a 'normal'
earthquake. The sarth*wke onset Is shown by the arrow. Compare
the form of the premsoe with Figures 4 and 6 ( after Sack: et al.,
1981) .
F4we L Same as F%ure 5, but showft one am (v). X is in km/hr. In this
ease, the X at the last few points is aomparW* to the sonic velodty
of the medium, so that the qussistatic rude theary is no lw4pm
valid and the estimate of 9a is not very reliable.
Figure 9. Schematic representation of earttgwkes aIM the Nankai trough,
western dapau, shoe U4 A.D. (modified from Ando (19751). Since
1707 A.D., further details are included The rupture lergths of the
first event of an event pair and the delay times between pairs art
42
shown. The arrows indicate that the second rupture initiated from
the end where the first rupture had been arrested by the barrier.
Fi;;iire 10. Bathymetric map off the southeast coast of Japan showing the
segments A,B,C,D along the Nankai trough. The barriers between the
segments may have some weak correlation with the bathymetry.
Figure 11. ' Eap of rupture zones and the space time sequence of large earth-
quakes along the Aleutian are I after Davies et al., 1980 and Sykes et
al., 19801. We make specific reference to the adjacent 1957 and
1965 events, which are delayed multiple events, and the 1938 and
1964 pair, which are not.
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